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Abstract—The use of wearable cameras covers several areas
of application nowadays, where the need for developing smart
applications providing the sustainability and well-being of citizens
it is more necessary than ever before. The tremendous amount
of lifelogging data to extract valuable knowledge about the
every day life of the wearers requires state of the art retrieval
techniques to efficiently store, access, search and retrieve use-
ful information. Several works have been proposed combining
computer vision and machine learning techniques to analyze the
content of the data captured from visual wearable devices on
a daily basis. This paper presents an overview of the progress
in visual lifelogging retrieval and indicates the current advances
and future challenges, highlighting the prospects of incorporating
visual lifelogging retrieval in social computing applications.

Index Terms—wearable cameras, lifelogging, retrieval, digital
memory

I. INTRODUCTION

Within the general theme of ambient intelligence, wearable
computing constitutes an important research and technological
direction. Wearable devices are on the rise in recent years due
to technological developments and play a significant role in
Internet of Things (IoT) applications and in the highly promis-
ing future developments of ubiquitous computing. Wearable
devices are electronic components integrated on clothing or
accessories which can be easily worn from the users. Thus,
technology companies have shown great interest by investing
a lot in the development of innovative small components with
embedded advanced sensing technologies to easily collect and
transmit data from the wearer’s environment.

Usually wearable cameras are small and light devices which
can be fastened at human body covering the point of view of
the wearer. They provide the capability to seamlessly record
visual data in a passive way, in a first-person persepctive, while
the wearer is performing her/his activities. A lot of research
has been carried out using wearable cameras the last years,
including studies related to: cognition and social interaction
between humans [1], navigation/assistive technologies for the
blind [2], monitoring and assistance of physical environ-
ments [3], automated life story creation [4], summarization [5],
action (e.g. fall detection) or location recognition [6], security,
safety and protection of citizens.

Visual lifelogging is the seamless collection of images
and/or videos through the use of wearable cameras and
involves the continuous recording of the daily life of the
wearer for a long periods of time [7]. The new field of
the computer vision which deals with the content analysis
of data collected by wearable devices, is called Egocentric
Vision or First-person Vision. The analysis of such visual
data can be successfully used to study everyday life and
draw useful conclusions about human behavior, aiming to
improve the quality of life and prevent people from mental
disorders. Furthermore, visual lifelogging can be used as a
digital memory to help elderly people suffering from memory
disorders cope with the demands of modern lifestyle [8].

The enormous increase in the number of available visual
lifelogging data requires the development of technologies for
efficient archiving and access to visual content. Retrieving
data from a digital collection can solve several problems in
the field of Egocentric Vision, including: (1) searching for
elements, (2) navigating, (3) understanding the environment,
and (4) organizing huge amounts of data [7]. Due to the fact
that the retrieval approaches which have already proposed
for other type of data are not effective enough when applied
for lifelogging tasks, there is a need for the development of
beyond the state of the art techniques to successfully retrieve
data from large scale lifelog databases.

In this paper we restrict our study on the current state of the
art of visual lifelloging retrieval and demonstrate the potential
of using lifelogging in social computing. In section II, the
state of the art of the visual lifelogging retrieval is discussed.
In section III, we present the techniques of analyzing the
lifelog visual content. In section IV, various retrieval systems
are investigated. The applications of the lifelogging retrieval
are discussed in section V, followed by discussion and future
challenges in Section VI. Finally, section VII concludes the
paper.

II. STATE OF THE ART

One of the main applications of visual lifelogging is to
play the role of a visual memory where the lifelogs are
saved in a database providing users with the opportunity to
access the past memory anytime based on a query (Fig. 1).
The successful management of huge amount of lifelogs needs978-1-7281-3634-9/19/$31.00 ©2019 IEEE



Fig. 1. Recording and access to past memories.

semantic indexing and retrieval. Retrieval can be performed
either by content-based [9] or text-based methods [10]. The
content-based approach performs the retrieval by examining
the collection of images and returning those with similar
visual content to the image given to the user’s query. On
the other hand, text-based approach returns images which
are accompanied by text similar to the user’s text query.
Text-based image retrieval remains the predominant choice,
despite the successful development of several content-based
multimedia retrieval platforms. For effective retrieval using
text-based techniques, annotation process is an essential step.

Annotation bridges the semantic gap and allows users to
retrieve the visual content of their preference using text-based
queries, relieving them of finding the image to be given as an
example for content-based retrieval. Annotation can be manual
or automatic by analyzing and understanding the visual con-
tent. The process of annotating lifelogs consists of detecting
and identifying people and faces, activities occurring in events,
locations, and date and time [11]. Lifelogging data usually
contains repetitive information, so summarization appears a
solution for improving the comprehension and avoiding the
analysis of hundreds of images with same content. Thus, sum-
marization is of great interest in the research community [7].

The analysis of the lifelog visual content requires reasoning
about the shapes and materials in scenes, where the appearance
of objects is modulated by illumination. Thus, the image
classification (either refers to object recognition or activity
detection) is very important step for image understanding. The
process of classifying images using feature representation is a
very demanding procedure due to the large number of visual
differences between the images of the same class. Several
classification studies have been conducted using handcrafed
visual features aiming to overcome the above difficulties.

The first retrieval system was presented in 2007 by Gemmell
et al. [25]. MyLifeBits software provides users the opportunity
to easily search and retrieve lifelogging data. Since then,
several approaches have been proposed including the collabo-
rative benchmarking exercises (i.e. NTCIR, ImageCLEF) and
challenges as the recent Lifelog Search Challenge.

III. ANALYSIS OF VISUAL CONTENT

The traditional algorithms which utilize temporal coherence
and motion estimation do not perform well when applied
on data from wearable cameras in the wild. Recognition
algorithms have to deal with the broad range of different
objects presented in lifelogging data. In addition, the available
data which is rapidly growing requires the development of
efficient and effective techniques for analyzing the visual
content according to the requirements of each application.

While low-level features (SIFT, SHIK, HOG, MPEG-7,
etc.) [14] have been manually designed and successfully used
in several classification and recognition tasks, they cannot have
the same success when used in lifelogs creating the need of
designing more sophisticated ones capable to cope with these
type of data. The huge amount of data streams coming from
visual lifelogging devices challenges the traditional machine
learning approaches and calls the application of deep learning
algorithms. According to the traditional machine learning flow,
a feature extraction algorithm is applied to the input image and
then the extracted features are used to create the classification
model using a machine learning algorithm such as SVM,
Decision Trees, Nave Bayes, etc.

The technological progress in computer industry has im-
proved the time for training large neural networks and has
revolutionized the field of computer vision [15]. Convolu-
tional Neural Networks (CNN) are widely used in computer
vision with great success including recognition and detection
tasks [16]. The excellent performance of CNN in image
analysis and understanding has led to the deployment of
several products and services for computer vision applications
in our daily lives.

The output of CNN layers can be interpreted as visual
features and the algorithm plays simultaneously the roles of
feature extractor and classifier. The excellent transfer learning
properties of CNN allow the use of a feature representation
learned for a specific task in a slightly different scenario.
The top-layer or lower-layer [17] activations can be used as
a feature representation of images for other tasks. Features
extracted from pretrained CNN on ImageNet and ILSVRC13
datasets can be used as a feature extractor in computer vision
tasks, including scene recognition and object detection, ob-
taining better performance results than the manually designed
features [18].

IV. RETRIEVAL SYSTEMS

The mechanisms of each lifelogging retrieval system differ
according to the aim of use and type of archived data. Several
systems have been proposed for retrieving indoor and outdoor
everyday activities in large video archives the last decade using
context-based and text-based approaches.

Wang et al. [20] presented the Vferret System for content-
based searching and browsing of continuous archived video.
The system gives users the opportunity to perform content-
based similarity search using visual and audio features and
combine it with other traditional search methods. The captured
video is segmented into short video clips before inserted



into the system and then, video attributes, visual and audio
features are extracted. During the retrieval step, an initial
timeline-based filtering is performed and a k-means clustering
algorithm clusters the results into a set of clusters so that
a representative video clip is created for each cluster. The
search results can be refined using content-based similarity
between the results of the previous step and the clip query
given by the user. The results of the evaluation showed that the
combination of visual and audio features improves the search
results compared to the results when using only the visual or
audio features.

Aghazadeh et al. [21] tried to solve the problem of mea-
suring the similarity of recorded background with the ac-
tual captured video. To this end, they proposed a system
for the automatic detection of novel events in the life of
the bearer who repeats a daily activity. A novel event is
extracted when a query sequence is not registered to already
saved sequences recorded while doing the same daily activity.
Sequence registration is performed by calculating appearance
and geometric similarity of individual frames and utilizing the
invariant temporal order of the activity.

A retrieval method for large-scale egocentric visual data
using a sparse graph representation was proposed in [23]. An
object and scene retrieval from egocentric data is demonstrated
using graph-based representation and clustering. The visual
experiences are represented as a sparse graph where each node
is an individual frame in the video and local density-based
clustering algorithm is used for clustering the data showing
that popular global clustering methods, like spectral clustering
and Graclus, perform poorly on egocentric graph data.

A lifelog selection using semantic characteristics was pre-
sented in [24] which proposed a smart keyframe selection
using summarization methods, people and semantically-rich
scenes. The method is based on two parallel steps: (1) selection
of keyframe using semantic segmentation and summarization
of the whole day taking into account the common relationship
of images, and (2) selection of image processes using the
presence of faces and basic objects. The data retrieval is
accomplished using text-based, inverted index retrieval meth-
ods combining the feature representations received from the
advanced convolutional neural networks.

Ding et al. [26], proposed a method for generating video
captions using long video segmentation, keyframe filtering and
language model. Initially the redundant frames are detected
and removed using the spatio-temporal interest points (STIPs)
algorithm. The long video is segmented based on non-linear
combination of different visual elements. Keyframes from the
most impactful segments are converted to video captioning by
using the saliency detection and LSTM variant network.

The selection of semantic concepts and their automatic
detection was investigated in [22] to satisfy the requirements
for searching, browsing or summarization of everyday multi-
media lifelogs data. A semantic density-based algorithm which
includes reasoning on semantic networks is proposed to select
the most useful concepts to represent everyday lifelogging
activities. The everyday activities which are related with

lifelogging are selected using the criteria of time dominance,
generality and high frequency. Various semantic similarity
measures are investigated on two mainstream semantic net-
works, i.e. WordNet and ConceptNet, in order to represent the
concepts and concept relations within lifelogging domain.

More recently, six interactive retrieval systems have been
participated in the LSC2018 and tested on the same visual
lifelog dataset where the four of them performed compara-
tively well, finding results within the time-limit for most of the
topics. Some of the systems were based on existing retrieval
systems [27], [28], [29] and other were developed to cover the
needs of the challenge [30], [31], [32].

V. APPLICATIONS

Visual lifelogging can be considered as a digital memory
on behalf of the wearer holding her/his daily life (24/7/365)
providing the opportunity of search, retrieve and share of
its content. Visual lifelogs offer considerable potential for
inferring knowledge about e.g. behavior patterns, and hence
enable many applications that would not be possible with
High Temporal Resolution (HTR) cameras related to self-
monitoring, memory assistance, assisted living, as well as ap-
plications to infer conclusions for specific populations of users.
Retrieval can provide the opportunity of accessing the digital
memory of the wearer. Continuous access to digital memory
could cover several needs which should be in mind while
developing a new lifelog retrieval system. By incorporating
the psychological aspects of memory in the design of such
systems, five elements of human memory access should be
considered to define a framework for lifelogging search and
retrieval techniques [12]. The five aspects called the five R’
s contains Recalling and Recollecting of the previous actions
to help memory-augmentation applications, Reminiscing about
previous actions to help personal wellness, Reflecting on previ-
ous actions for self-enhancement and Remembering Intentions
for context-aware memory-assistance [13].

The lifelogging retrieval can play significant role in the im-
provement of autobiographical memory assisting people with
poor short-term memory recall capacity. Therefore, several
applications can be developed to improve the well-being of
people with memory impairments [24], such as Alzheimer and
other dementias.

The use of wearable cameras in the wild can significantly
contribute to social progress and prosperity providing a broad
range of indoor and outdoor applications. The idea of in-
corporating innovative systems into peoples everyday lives
for continuous recording, storage and retrieval according to
queries of specific purposes, could positively impact their
lives by improving the living standards. Among others, visual
lifelogging retrieval advances could be used in applications for
people with vision or mobility impairments, city navigation,
daily exercise and sports, education, museums and cultural
heritage sites, citizens protection and security, elderly care,
health rehabilitation, etc. The nature of wearable cameras
which may record personal moments without the involved
peoples’ consent (e.g. use in public, etc.), requires the design



of applications that should be developed following the rele-
vant legal and ethical frameworks. Therefore, the appropriate
feasibility study should be conducted prior to the development
of each application involving all the related public and private
bodies to comply with General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR).

VI. FUTURE CHALLENGES

Initially the traditional information retrieval techniques used
to manage lifelogging data provide access using text-based or
content-based queries. However, the large amount of lifelog
data requires more sophisticated retrieval mechanisms. The
key challenges that visual lifelogging retrieval will face in the
future are related to big volume of lifelog data which makes
the state-of the art techniques unworkable and the main issues
which multimedia indexing and retrieval region is facing.

The accurate visual content analysis is very important for
successful retrieval. Although much progress has been made
in computer vision, automated visual analysis of lifelogging
data is still an open issue due to [19]: 1) bad image quality
which suffers from blurring and artifacts owing to the not
tight placement of the camera on the wearers body, (2) abrupt
lighting variations, severe occlusions and non-informative im-
ages owing to the non-intentional nature of the data capturing
(e.g. capturing of non-meaningful content like walls, details
from objects, etc.), (3) minimum number of annotated datasets
which causes several limitations in machine learning frame-
works.

The above issues affect the performance of state of the
art classification schemes, including deep learning algorithms,
which give better results when they are trained with large
annotated datasets. Furthermore, the ever-growing list of po-
tential applications of image interpretation from wearable
optical sensors, opens up new problem-specific challenges that
require novel methodologies.

The creation of manually labeled datasets is time consuming
and costly task and faces the limitations of the human subjec-
tivity which is larger in the case of the lifelog data because
of the low resolution and small size of the objects. On the
other hand, the automatic lifelog labelling has to tackle the
limitations of semantic gap and bridge the visual features with
more vivid and diverse semantics in complex images.

In regard to retrieval mechanisms as other applications,
there is a necessity of ranked retrieval results to queries of
specific purposes. Extending this kind of retrieval mechanisms
by incorporating access due recommendations using historical
and immediate context sources, combined with multimodal
and omnipresent interaction, will be one of the major advances
in user access to lifelog data [11].

VII. CONCLUSIONS

Visual lifelogging can play the role of a digital memory
on behalf of the wearer by recording the everyday activities
and can play a significant role in the development of social
applications. In this paper we present the current state of the
art advances of visual lifelogging from the retrieval perspective

which allows users to access their digital memory from
anywhere and at anytime. We discussed the visual content
analysis techniques used to detect useful information in lifelog
data such as faces, concepts and activities using both low-level
features and traditional machine learning algorithms as well as
deep learning techniques. We summarized the systems which
have been proposed so far to retrieve visual lifelog data and
presented the possible applications of such systems. Finally
we sum up the future challenges of the domain in regard to
the big volume of lifelog data and retrieval mechanisms.
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